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PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST SIGNIFICANT 
TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 
DAYBREAK Monday thru Friday 5:00-7:00a 
KKCO 11 NEWS AT NOON - LIVE AT NOON Monday thru Friday 12:00 – 12:30p 
KKCO 11 NEWS AT 5– LIVE AT 5 P.M. Monday thru Sunday 5:00-5:30p 
KKCO 11 NEWS AT 6:00 - LIVE AT SIX Monday thru Friday 6:00-6:30p 
KKCO 11 NEWS AT 10:00 – LIVE AT TEN Monday thru Sunday 10:00-10:30p 

 
All of the above programs are locally produced News programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports and issue-related 
Feature stories. Issue-responsive program segments are usually one to two minutes in duration unless otherwise indicated. 

 
Webchannel Feature: Grand Junction and the Western Slope of Colorado have a place on the Internet to go for local news 
and information. As more people turn to the Internet on a daily basis, people can count on KKCO to be the local news and 
information leader on the web. KKCO’s website is an important source of local news stories of all kinds, community information 
and other Internet Resources, often listed on Quick Click Feature. KKCO’s home page offers links to topics, which include news, 
weather, sports, health, family, education, government and community. It also includes up-to-the minute video streaming of 
news stories, weather forecasts and includes special features such as Six Online Live Chat or watching live press conferences 
through web streaming. While stories are continually posted and eventually drop off of the top 30 or so visually displayed, they 
never actually leave the Web Channel Feature server making these accessible for viewers to conduct a search to retrieve each 
of these in the future. Video segments stay within the server approximately 1-2 weeks, as space is available. 

 
Regular Network News Programs Carried by KKCO: 
EARLY TODAY Monday thru Thursday 4:30-5am 
EARLY TODAY Sundays 4:30-5am 
THE TODAY SHOW Monday thru Friday 7-11am 
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS Monday thru Friday 5:30-6pm 
SATURDAY TODAY Saturdays 6-8am 
SUNDAY TODAY Sundays 7-8 am 
MEET THE PRESS Sundays 8-9 am 
DATELINE NBC Varied Days Varied Times 

 
All of the above programs are network news programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports and issue-related Feature 
stories. Dateline NBC airs throughout the week in prime time and often for expanded hours during times of breaking news 
events … news magazine format with in-depth Features on current issues and news headlines. 

 
Meet the Press, a public affair program, airs every Sunday morning featuring exclusive interviews with politicians, etc. as well 
as roundtable discussions on topics affecting the American people. Guests this quarter include: Sec. Pete Buttigieg, Dept. of 
Transportation; Secretary of State Anthony Blinken; David French; Eugene Robinson; Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH); Sen Bill 
Cassidy (R-LA); Brendan Buck; Fmr. Rep. Barbara Comstock (R-VA); Sen Mark Warner (D-VA); Fiona Hill; Yamiche Alcindor 

 
 

All KKCO Newscasts are closed captioned for the hearing impaired. Closed captioning began on KKCO Newscasts in 
January 1991. Station conducts all weekly random EAS tests as well as monthly scheduled tests in preparation of 
needed emergency announcements. 

 
 

US Farm Report - Sun 6-7a is America’s #1Agri-business and rural lifestyle program. The host John Phipps and 
meteorologist Mike Hoffman provide America’s farmers, ranchers, investors and brokers with the latest global and national 
Agri-Business information, weather and commodity reports. Topics this quarter include: Meat prices up, Cow herds down, 
The GMO Wheat Controversy, Low Crop prices, Mid West Crops. 
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KKCO The 10 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 10, 2021 
Reporter: Simon Lehrer 
Duration: 2:34 
Animal husbandry does not mean what it sounds like. Simply put, it's the breeding and caring for farm animals. 
In Colorado, that includes raising cattle to become food. Now there is an effort that could limit what a rancher does 
with its cattle. It could also criminalize a common practice with pets. There's no pretty way to talk about Initiative 16... 
A ballot issue trying to qualify for the 2022 election. It's called PAUSE -- Protect Animals from Unnecessary Suffering 
and Exploitation. It would expand the definition of "sexual act with an animal" to include actions that ranchers and vets 
say are not sexual at all. "It doesn't actually specifically outlaw procedures like artificial insemination or spaying and 
neutering animals or helping animals be born, but it classifies them as cruelty to animals."  Diane Matt -- CEO of the 
Colorado Veterinary Medical Association -- believes Initiative 16 would make it a crime to spay or neuter a pet -- 
because the initiative changes "sexual act with an animal" to include intrusion or penetration, however slight into an 
animal's private areas. According to the initiative's website, it would not prevent spaying or neutering to improve the 
animal's health. Which wouldn't necessarily include controlling the pet population. The initiative would also put in law 
that livestock cannot be slaughtered until they have lived one quarter of their life. How long is that? Well, the initiative 
would also define a lifespan: 
A cow - 20 years 
A pig - 15 
A turkey - 10 
And a chicken - 8 
 
That means, ranchers could not kill them for meat until... 
A cow is 5… 
A pig almost 4 
A turkey - 2-and-a-half 
And a chicken - two. 
 
Animals for food are usually slaughtered much younger. The Colorado Cattlemen's Association is one of a handful of 
agricultural organizations working together to fight a ballot issue that isn't even on the ballot yet causing uncomfortable 
conversations about when an animal becomes food. The ballot issue is still going through the process to be approved 
to collect signatures. That requires more than 124-thousand valid voter signatures. 
 
 
KKCO Daybreak 6a 2nd story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 13, 2021 
Reporter: Erin Crooks/Claire Crouch 
Duration: 2:18 
We all know the saying... “Dogs are man's best friend." We have seen them work alongside police... help with 
recoveries after natural disasters... and, of course, being excellent companions. And the pup in our next story helps 
spread love to those who need it most by serving as a therapy pet at schools and nursing homes. But as Daybreak's 
Claire Crouch explains, he had to overcome a major obstacle to get there. At 11-and-a-half years old Australian 
Shepherd Willow is a loyal companion to Elizabeth Slone, and a dutiful therapy dog. He is also blind and mostly deaf. 
Slone rescued Willow alongside his sister Ella from a puppy mill in Falmouth, each born with a condition leaving them 
with limited sight. Willow getting the worst of it. Over the years, though Slone came to realize that Willow has a gift. As 
a puppy he was very nearly put down and she believes that he is here for a reason. When she came upon the idea of 
pet therapy, she knew this was his purpose. Whether he is visiting children at a school or veterans at a retirement 
home, Willow's gentle spirit and ability to connect with others leaves behind an impactful legacy and proves an 
individual is so much more than the limitations of their physical body, but also the contents of their spirit. You can 
follow Willow on his adventures on Facebook and Instagram by searching Willow, the pet therapy dog. Slone is 
working on writing his story to share with the world. 

 
 
 

 

ANIMAL CONTROL & WELFARE/ PET HEALTH & LAWS 
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KKCO Midday Live 2nd story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 25, 2021 
Reporter: Erin Crooks/ Jillian Angeline 
Duration: 2:05 
Animal rights groups are contacting the Biden Administration.  They are condemning the latest policy plan to       
manage wild horse over-population in the West. Animal Wellness Action Executive Director Marty Irby said he was 
sickened to hear Interior Secretary Deb Haaland detail the Biden Administration's policy on managing the 
overpopulation of wild horses in the West.  Under those policies, the Wild Horse and Burro Program will continue to 
use a combination of these measures: 

    •           helicopter roundups to gather and corral horses into pens 
    •           fertility controls 
    •           and adoption and sales programs 

Irby says measures like helicopter roundups are inhumane, unnecessary, and disrespectful to an American treasure. 
But the Biden Administration does have backing from agricultural groups like the Nevada Farm Bureau. Bureau 
President Bevan Lister says food, water, and exceptional drought conditions are threatening the health and safety of 
thousands of horses. Lister says stabilizing the wild horse population as soon as possible is crucial. Experts say we'll 
learn more details about the Administration's goals for the Wild Horse and Burro Program after a BLM Director is 
confirmed and the White House's detailed budget is revealed later this month. 
 
 
KKCO Midday Live 2nd Story   
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 27, 2021 
Reporter: Goldene Brown/Cooper Seamer 
 Duration: 1:55 
Health professionals are asking for people to be cautious and look for potential tick bites this summer. And one South 
Dakota family is adding their experience to the message. Cooper seamer reports. We didn't think anything about it, 
actually. I guess we've grown up in the country and never really worried about it."  That was the initial thought of 
Brodie and Breanne Mueller after finding ticks on their daughter Lilly two years ago after a camping trip. While they 
didn't notice anything at first... Lilly became seriously ill a couple weeks later. Lilly had also developed a rash around 
her hands and wrists. She was eventually diagnosed with Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever... An uncommon but not 
unheard-of tick-borne disease.   "There's typically less than 5,000 cases per year in the United States. Kids account 
for about six percent of those cases, but they actually account for about 25 percent of the fatality rate.  After being 
admitted to the Sanford Children's Inn in Sioux Falls staff quickly started treating her with doxycycline (dox-ih-sigh-
clean), an antibiotic. Lilly did make a full recovery a couple weeks later... but it was an experience that the Mueller's 
say was nerve-wracking. And despite its name, Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever is quite rare in Colorado. The most 
common tick-transmitted disease of the region is Colorado Tick Fever. Also, the most common ticks that bite both 
humans and dogs in the state is the Rocky Mountain Wood Tick. 
 

KKCO 11 News at 5p Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 7, 2021 
Reporter: Tom Ferguson/Natasha Lynn  
Duration: 3:53 
Mesa County Animal Services has begun a Leash Your Pet Education and Enforcement campaign for the month of 
June. KKCO reporter Natasha Lynn spoke with Mesa County Animal Services. She is live with the details. Mesa 
County Animal Services stressed the importance of keeping your dog on a leash when he or she is not in a designated 
off-leash area. Also, they offered some general tips for keeping your beloved dog safe, especially in this heat through 
June as more people recreate outside. Animal Services officers will be traveling through parks in Mesa County, such 
as Canyon View and Las Colonias parks, to ensure the safe and appropriate use of both the off-leash and on-leash 
areas. Unless your dog is inside one of the 2 dog parks here then a leash is required. Keeping your dog on a leash is 
not only safe for them to keep them from getting away but it keeps others safe too. People who may not have a 
friendly dog or a dog that's scared. It's important to keep others in mind. Mesa County Animal Services also stressed 
the importance of keeping this heat in mind when it comes to your dogs. Never leave your dog alone in your car with 
the AC turned off. Cars heat up so quickly, especially with how hot it's getting here in the Valley. According to a study 
by Insider, in a parked car, the temperature can go up 20 degrees Fahrenheit in just 10 minutes. That number jumps 
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10 degrees every 10 minutes and rolling the windows down barely makes a difference. Light comes into the car 
through the windows, but heat can't get out, and so the car gets much hotter than outside. Excessive heat at about 
106 degrees can cause heatstroke which can lead to organ damage or death. It's just not worth it. One last tip that 
Mesa County Animal Services gave us is being cautious about walking your dog in this heat. At 77 degrees, asphalt is 
125 degrees. which is when skin destruction can occur in as short as 1 minute. There is a test you can do to see if it is 
safe for your dog. Stand barefoot on the pavement or press the back of your hand onto the pavement. if you can stand 
or keep your hand there for 7 seconds or more, it is safe. If not, it is too hot and will injure your dog. If you can't wait 
and still need to take your dog out and it's not possible to only walk in grass, invest in some booties that will provide a 
cushion between the hot ground and your dog's paw pads and prevent burning. Mesa County Animal Services just 
wants to make sure all dogs are going to be safe, not just in this heat, but all year long. Violators of the leash law will 
be ticketed $50 for a first offense, $100 for a second offense, and the third offense within 2 years is $250 and a 
mandatory court appearance. 
 
KKCO Midday Live 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 11, 2021 
Reporter: Erin Crooks/Jaleesa Irizarry  
Duration: 1:43 
Children's Hospital Colorado has created a much-needed space for some of their most loved workers. Jaleesa Irizarry 
shows us the new spot where these furry friends are getting to play. In between buildings reserved for crisis is a little 
place to escape. Taking advantage of that is Devon Devlin and her co-worker whose name is Halo. Could it be more 
fitting?  We have several bandannas that patients have decorated that have his name with a big halo on top of it 
because she is so angelic for a lot of our kiddos and exactly the support that they need. This new park is the support 
that halo and other medical dogs on staff in bigger hospitals desperately need. The canine rest park is incredible, it 
gives our medical dogs the opportunity to take a break and just lets them let loose and shake off all that energy 
so that they can go into the next patient encounter with a fresh mind. While most days this space is reserved for just 
the dogs - today is not most days, and patient Nellie visits. At Children's Hospital I have a gift for you from Halo and 
her last time with Halo. It's a book full of reminders from Halo while Nellie can't find the words to describe how Halo 
has positively pushed her recovery after fifty-eight days. “I can't put into words…,” but her dad, Scott has the only two 
words that matter - Very grateful! 
 

 

 

KKCO 11 News at 6p 2nd Story 
Story Including: Web Channel 
Feature April 7, 2021 

    Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Tom Ferguson  
Duration: 2:07 
Tonight, we are taking a closer look at a special unit with the Mesa County Sheriff's Office. The crime reduction unit 
works with community partners to address long-term crime issues in the community. Our reporter Tom Ferguson 
spoke with Mesa County Sheriff's deputies to learn more about their work. He shows us how their goal is to target 
sources of crime at their source. According to the deputies that I spoke with, the C-R-U is an innovative way of working 
to make communities safer. Its goal is to target sources of crime at their source. The crime reduction unit at the 
sheriff's office uses several tools to address crime patterns in Mesa County. The tools include community partners, 
building relationships with concerned residents, and reaching out to various agencies. Deputy Andrew Zwinck 
explained what makes the C-R-U different from other units at the department. "It's a newer program with the Sheriff's 
Department, and it's a program that's geared more towards solving long-term issues within Mesa County."  Once 
problems are brought to the attention of the unit, deputies begin the process of bringing in the resources needed to 
address the issue. Working with neighbors and notifying property owners of criminal activity taking place are just some 
of the steps that deputies take. Deputy Amanda Simon explained what else the department does to address these 
issues. "We provide them resources, get to know them, build a relationship with them, use different community 
partners to try to mitigate what's happening, and hopefully resolve the issue. Sometimes that takes a couple months, 
sometimes it takes several years."  The problems that the C-R-U address often require more than a 9-1-1 call to fix 
followed by an immediate response. For example, in a neighborhood along 29 1/2 road, concerned residents worked 
with deputies to address a drug issue that led to fifty calls to dispatch since 2017. According to Zwinck, the C-R-U filled 
a gap in the department's crime response resources.  "There wasn't really a unit that was geared towards really 
figuring out you know, the root of the problem and issues that were going on with a person, or a house, or an area, or 
something like that." More than thirty community organizations have contributed resources to the C-R-U in efforts to 
improve public safety. The crime reduction unit also follows up with those it has assisted to ensure that crime does not 

CRIME AND PERSONAL SAFETY 
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reappear after the primary response. 
 

KKCO Midday Live 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 15, 2021 
Reporter: Goldene Brown 
Duration 3:02 
The Loveland Police Department is facing an excessive force lawsuit. We do want to warn you, this video may be 
disturbing to some viewers. Attorneys say this video shows 73-year-old Karen Garner being stopped by Walmart 
employees after she wandered out of the store without paying for soda and detergent. The employees eventually 
escort her back inside.  According to a federal civil rights lawsuit -- Mrs. Garner tried to pay for the items, but 
employees wouldn't let her. Police had already been called and that's when Mrs. Garner decides to walk home.  
She was just two blocks from her home when she was stopped. But attorney Sarah Shell-Ke says her clients' 
disabilities weren't considered during the arrest that followed. "Mrs. Garner was suffering from dementia she was 
suffering from sensory aphasia they both affect her ability to understand what's really going on in the world around her. 
" "The video is insane to watch." Two minutes into the body camera video -- the lawsuit says officer Austin Hopp grabs 
Mrs. Garners' left arm and takes her to the ground.  "It makes you very worried about vulnerable people in the 
community with a police force like that."  Garner is eventually handcuffed and taken to a patrol car. By that time officer 
Daria Jalali has arrived on scene…and a citizen whose been watching the interaction -- approaches the officers.  
"Do you have to use that much aggression."  "Give me your card so I can pull your report I see you over there how you 
throw the little kid."  "This isn't some random act of aggression." "Their supervising sergeant Philip Metzler showed up 
and his subordinate said, so should we do some follow up investigation? And Metzler made the comment.... “Take her 
to the jail and if they don’t want to prosecute her, I don’t care." Before Mrs. Garner is transported to jail -- the officers 
talk more about the ordeal. "A little bloody a little muddy that’s how it works." "That’s her blood."  Mrs. Garner was 
transported to the department -- and court documents allege she spent several hours crying in pain.  The suit says she 
was later taken to the Larimer County jail in Fort Collins -- while injured. "Dislocated her shoulder, fractured her arm 
and kept her in a jail cell away from family and medical care everything that a vulnerable at-risk person needed for 
over six hours."  Now -- Shell-Ke says the family needs to see accountability.  "The behavior is indefensible they knew 
they were being recorded and yet they did it anyway, we have to ask, 'Why?'"  
 

 
KKCO The Ten Top Story  
May 14, 2021 
Reporter: Jean Reynolds/Marshall Zelinger 
Duration: 2:41 
Colorado now has its first known criminal case of voter fraud from November's election. You've heard of the guy. 
Barry Morphew - the man accused of murdering his missing wife, Suzanne - allegedly admitting voting her ballot for 
President Trump. Politics guy Marshall Zelinger explains how the process county clerks use to find fraud - found it. 
This is a sample ballot envelope from Chaffee County. In October, the County Clerk received a ballot sealed in an 
envelope like this -- this empty area is where the voter's name is printed with a bar code. The name printed on the 
envelope -- Suzanne Morphew. She's been missing since May 2020. According to the Chaffee County Clerk -- a 
bipartisan team of signature verification judges noticed no one had signed where it says "voter signature required..."  
but someone had signed the witness area... her husband Barry Morphew... the man now charged with murdering her. 
"I felt I should contact the sheriff when I saw the name." Normally what happens when there is no signature or a 
signature discrepancy... the clerk sends out a letter like this, letting the voter know there is an issue with their 
signature, and they have up to eight days after the election to cure --or fix -- the issue. Democratic County Clerk Lori 
Mitchell sent a letter like this addressed to Suzanne Morphew. "We still completed our statutory requirement by 
sending out this cure letter, and no one responded." When no one responds or responds by saying they never filled 
out a ballot -- the clerk is supposed to turn over the sealed ballot envelopes to the district attorney to investigate. 
With Suzanne Morphew's ballot -- the clerk called the sheriff. "He sent a deputy over, and I made a chain of custody 
log, turned the ballot over, he bagged and tagged it, but it was sealed when it left my custody." That's right... until a 
signature is verified -- the envelope is never opened. That call to the sheriff, led to the FBI getting involved. According 
to this warrant -- FBI agents asked Barry Morphew last month why he submitted Suzanne's ballot. "Just because I 
wanted Trump to win."  "I figured all those other guys are cheating...I know she was going to vote for Trump anyway." 
The FBI agent asked Barry -- if he knew that was illegal... Barry said, "I didn't know you couldn't do that for your 
spouse." "Sometimes it's an honest mistake, it could be a household switch, but in this case, it couldn't have been a 
household switch because Mr. Morphew voted his ballot as well." I confirmed that with the Secretary of State's Office 
which shows Barry Morphew has only voted in Colorado once -- this past November. The Denver DA is seeking 
charges of mail ballot forgery in one case, but we don't have details yet. In Weld County -- the clerk turned over 14-
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hundred unopened ballots to the DA's office -- because of signature issues...no charges have been filed. 
 

KKCO 11 News at 5p 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 27, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Chris Pollone  
Duration: 1:56 
Investigators in San Jose, California, are still trying to figure out what spurred the mass shooting at a rail yard there 
yesterday. Police say a long-time employee opened fire Wednesday morning. He killed nine coworkers... Before killing 
himself. NBC's Chris Pollone has the latest on the investigation. A day after the nation's latest workplace massacre. 
People in San Jose honored the victims who went to work and never returned home. As the investigation continues, 
some of the most important questions are still unanswered. Investigators say Sam Cassidy opened fire at the Santa 
Clara Valley Transit Authority rail yard around six thirty Wednesday morning. Police arrived within moments, and 
confronted him... But by then, nine people had been shot... Police say, Cassidy a long time VTA employee- turned the 
gun on himself. Cassidy's former wife said he used to complain to her often about his coworkers. The victims ranged in 
age from 29 to 63. Including Taptejdeep Singh, who died trying to warn others the gunman was coming. Another 
American community mourning and trying to make sense of the senseless. Investigators say Cassidy fired at least 39 
shots during his rampage. They have found three handguns so far which appear to be legal. The sheriff says the high-
capacity magazines Cassidy had are illegal in California. 
 

KKCO The Ten 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 22, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Kyle Midura 
Duration: 2:27 
Congress has the votes to reform how the military prosecutes sex crimes and other serious offenses. 
But as Washington Correspondent Kyle Midura explains, there's no guarantee the law will change or deliver results. 
About 20-thousand service members a year are sexually assaulted or raped by another member of the armed forces – 
according to Pentagon survey data… As many victims as Fort Drum has active-duty personnel. Most survivors never 
make an official report – those that do pursue justice rarely get it. Last October, this military spouse reported a sexual 
assault by one of her husband's fellow servicemembers – knowing it might be her own family that faced 
consequences. (Should I report what happened, or do we need to worry more about my husband's job?) Her attacker's 
case went through a disciplinary hearing process. A court martial wouldn't be possible, she was told, without more 
than her word against his. Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand's bill would remove military commanders' power to decide whether to 
bring charges when serious allegations are made. She argues leaving those choices entirely up to military prosecutors 
would prevent commanders from playing favorites. Gillibrand's proposal has the votes to easily pass the Senate – but 
delay tactics threatened by Armed Services Committee chairman, Jack Reed have effectively stalled its momentum. 
Reed's not the only skeptic... Fmr. Lt. General Thomas Spoehr leads national defense research at the conservative 
Heritage Foundation. Sexual assaults cases face long odds at court martial – but he worries tough-to-win cases won't 
ever make it that far if it's up military prosecutors. In this survivor's case, the disciplinary hearing led to her attacker's 
demotion, and ultimate retirement; but a later panel ruled that the evidence wasn't strong enough to strip him of his 
pension. She says removing commanders from the process would give victims more confidence in the system – but 
sees a need for far more dramatic reform. She is thankful for how her husband's command handled the case – and 
that she found the courage to pursue justice. Gillibrand says she's hopeful Sen. Reed will lift his objection -- allowing 
for a speedy Senate vote. If that doesn't happen, she's willing to consider pushing the change through the military 
budget process later this year. 
 

 
KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 25, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean 
Reynolds/Taylor Burke 
Duration: 1:51 
A heavy police presence at St. Mary's Hospital where an officer involved shooting occurred resulting in the death of 
one person. Officers with the Grand Junction Police Department responded to a call here at the St. Mary’s Pavilion 
near the intersection of 7th and Wellington. The call came in around 10am this morning.   
 Witnesses reported an unknown male entered the building and pointed a gun at employees. Grand Junction Police 
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Department officers responded and immediately confronted the armed individual resulting in an officer-involved 
shooting. Officers treated the suspect until paramedics arrived. The suspect died a short time later. The Pavilion went 
into lock down immediately as police methodically searched the building to make sure everyone was out safely. One 
suspect was injured in the shooting. no police officers were hurt. We did receive some emails into the studio about 
residents whose appointments were cancelled today because of the incident as well. Officers were quickly able to 
locate the suspect. That is when the officer involved shooting occurred. The suspect is the only person we are aware 
of that was injured and we are not looking for any other suspects at this time. This is the second officer involved 
shooting in Grand Junction in a little more than two weeks. on June10th, Marc Matteson was shot by police in the 
parking lot of Sportsman's Warehouse after a pursuit that injured two officers. He is recovering in the hospital and will 
be arrested when he is released. The suspect shot today was pronounced dead. Details are still unfolding but with any 
officer involved shooting this incident will be handed over to the critical incident response team, a multi-agency team 
that investigates officer involved shootings so further information will come from them. No officers were hurt in the 
incident. We will update you on this story when more information becomes available. 
 

 

 
KKCO Midday Live 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 12, 2021 
Reporter: Erin Crooks/Anne Herbst  
Duration: 3:58 
The spring migration of the Sandhill Crane is one of Colorado's most jaw dropping natural phenomenons.  
But critics say a new proposal to purchase water rights in the state could put that in jeopardy. Anne Herbst explores 
why one of the area’s most precious resources could have big implications for the landscape and beyond. 
The morning alarm sounds different in Colorado's San Luis Valley - Deb Callahan happily rises to it and Jenny Nehring 
does too.  Though the scenery sparkles... Deb and jenny's necklaces don't shine. Their accessories help these wildlife 
biologists keep an eye on the land and what rises above. Sandhill Cranes have migrated through here for thousands 
of years. Water keeps these birds coming... And the food people eat...growing...the birds eat it too. Water levels above 
and below ground are dropping because of irrigation coupled with drought. Now Jenny says there's a *new threat. A 
group called Renewable Water Resources wants to buy those rights from farmers and ranchers in the valley and sell 
the water to developing areas on the front range. In a statement, they say their plan won't impact the birds because 
the "...project is not located in the crane habitat" and "because the water will come from 2,000 feet below the ground 
there will be no adverse impacts on wildlife..." The money the group offers might be tempting for some, but not for 
Cleave Simpson. Simpson's a fourth-generation farmer and rancher and a new state senator, who knows water 
issues. Simpson says any water taken from the area will harm his constituents and the land. The cranes create an 
economy boost in nearby communities like Monte Vista. The birds help bring in millions of tourism dollars. Jenny says 
taking water from the valley, might not impact them now but she worries about the future. Jenny and Deb hope the 
place they love Is never silenced. It's a wake-up call they want everyone to hear. Asked what people in larger cities 
like Denver can do to help, Jenny says, “Learn where their water comes from. And more than anything else - be very 
careful with how they use it. 
 

KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 14, 2021 
Reporter: Jean Reynolds/Bernie Lange/Tom Ferguson   
Duration: 2:17 
Fire danger is high tonight. 
The National Weather Service has issued a Red Flag Warning for large parts of western Colorado and eastern Utah. 
The dry conditions and high winds we are seeing today can help spread fires quickly. Mesa County Public Health has 
also issued a no burn advisory through tonight because of conditions. Our reporter, Tom Ferguson, spoke with the 
Grand Junction Fire Department to learn more about how serious this threat for fire really is. The red flag warning 
serves to let the public know to be extra cautious when grilling or doing other activities that may cause a fire. “So much 
of western Colorado and eastern Utah is in D-4, which is considered exceptional drought. It is the most severe level of 
drought that exists," according to Michael Charnick, meteorologist with the National Weather Service, strong winds 
moving in from the southwest coupled with low humidity has put the agency on alert. The drought effecting the area is 
also contributing to the fire-prone conditions. "This has been a long-term drought that's been going on for much of the 
winter, the spring, and even back to last fall and summer. This has been an accumulated drought that has gone on for 
a while resulting on very low soil moisture," he explained that the weather service does not recommend any burning 

ENVIRONMENT/WEATHER/NATURAL DISASTER 
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activities because wildfires can start easily. Chains on the backs of vehicles can start fires as well. According to the 
Grand Junction Fire Department, the warning means that extreme fire behavior is possible. "Humidity is very low, and 
the fuels or the plants around here are very dry. If fire does get into them, conditions are in the right spot for fire 
behavior to get very serious, very quickly."  The no-burn advisory will be in effect until 9:00 tonight. Instead of burning 
unwanted materials, MCPH suggest dropping trash off at county facilities, composting grass clippings, or renting or 
borrowing a wood-chipper. According to Charnick, these conditions are not expected to go away for some time. 
"Forecasts, at least for the remainder of the spring and the early summer, does call for continued dry and 
unseasonably low precipitation - so expect these drought conditions to persist to the spring and early summer." 
The fire department stresses that fires can start from discarded cigarette butts, fireworks, outdoor welding, or even a 
hot lawn mower going over dry grass. As the Grand Junction Fire Department prepares for fire season, they 
recommend that the public always check for advisories before engaging in activities that may cause a fire. You'll be 
able to read more about the no burn advisory and the red flag warning on our website. 
 
 

    KKCO The Ten 2nd Story  
    Including: Web Channel Feature  
    May 7, 2021 

Reporter: Bernie Lange/Gary Streiker 
 Duration: 2:24 
A "Megadrought" in the American southwest is shrinking reservoirs and putting the region's water supply at severe 
risk. Gary Strieker has this story.  The Colorado River supports 40 million people and millions of acres of agriculture as 
it flows southwest. But in recent decades, the river has been gripped by severe drought made worse by climate 
change. Lake Mead and Lake Powell, the nation's two biggest reservoirs, are fed by the Colorado, and are half-empty. 
This is the second worst 19-year period going back 1200 years. That's a megadrought. Since the year 2000, the 
Colorado river has lost about 20% of its flow and about half of that loss is due to rising temperatures..." In the 1960's, 
construction of Glen Canyon Dam created 186-mile-long Lake Powell to store Rocky Mountain snowmelt as a backup 
to Lake Mead downstream; today; the so-called "bathtub ring" shows just how far the reservoir has fallen. With climate 
change, many in this fast-growing region are wondering just how low reservoirs like Powell will sink and what that 
means for the southwest's economies and ecosystems. In 2019, seven states signed a historic drought contingency 
plan with limited cutbacks meant to stave off severe water shortages and disruptions in hydropower generation. 
But scientists project the water management challenges may only get tougher as the planet warms and the Colorado 
river basin dries out. 

 
 

KKCO Midday Live 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 12, 2021 
Reporter: Erin Crooks/Cory Reppenhagen 
Duration: 1:46 
There is plenty of late season snow still on the mountains around Arapahoe basin. While areas east of the continental 
divide has been hit with more snow this week -- the western slope has missed out. Meteorologist Cory Reppenhagen 
explains why the areas out west will face drastic water shortages this summer. There was very little snow in Southwest 
Colorado this season, and it's melting fast.  A few mountain weather stations are showing that the winter snowpack 
has already completely melted out – more than 3 weeks earlier than normal.  One of the areas hardest hit by the lack 
of snow is McPhee Reservoir, the 5th largest in the state.  "This is likely to be our 4th worst year in runoff. We have 
had other bad years like 2002 and 2018, but in both cases, we did have more carryover" Ken Curtis manages McPhee 
and says in previous bad snow years, there was enough water left over from the previous year to carry over into the 
low year. This year is unfortunately following another poor runoff season in 2020.  He says McPhee Reservoir is 50 
feet below average and not expected to fill any higher. "Well, it's going to put a lot of hardship on primarily farmers" 
Curtis says there's about 30,000 acres of farming between Cortez and Dove Creek, along with all the farms on the Ute 
Mountain Indian Reservation that depend on water from McPhee. "They're only going to get about an inch and a half 
of water per acre to work with and that obviously doesn't do a lot. So, I suspect that farming in those two areas will be 
cut back by about 90 percent."  
 
 
KKCO The Ten Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 15, 2021 
Reporter: Jean Reynolds/Bernie Lange/Simon Lehrer 
Duration: 2:32 
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The Pack Creek Fire near Moab is continuing to spread. The fire now covers more than eight thousand acres in 
eastern Utah, it all started with a campfire last Wednesday. And after the hottest week on record in a long time, the 
Pack Creek Fire shows no signs of slowing down. Lower Valley Fire is helping Moab's fire department with the battle, 
trying to prevent any further spread. But it's just over 50 miles away, western Colorado already seeing some effects. 
Lower Valley Fire is helping contain the Pack Creek Fire in Eastern Utah, sending personnel to the area to assist with 
the Moab Fire Department's response. Lower Valley Fire Chief Frank Cavalier explained why they began sending 
crews to help with those efforts, saying quote: "We have a close relationship with Moab fire department, and being that 
they are a volunteer fire department we are sending people to assist with personnel. They will be there the duration of 
the fire…we are helping out as much as possible with additional resources." And such hot days like we are seeing this 
week has not helped those fire conditions, especially in an even hotter and drier climate where the fire continues to 
spread. "Hot temperatures can definitely exacerbate wildland fire conditions with the community really needs to watch 
out for a red-flag warnings coming out it's a combination of hot temperature is low humidity and very high winds a 
small wildland fire doing red flag conditions can very quickly go out of control and be very dangerous to contain or 
extinguish." Lance and Karen Musselman traveled from Denver this morning, saying they watched the outside 
temperature getting hotter and hotter while driving west. They also expect wildfire season to reach near the front range 
this year, which seems to be hotter than ever.  "It used to get hot before, but not like this. You could watch the 
temperature indicator in the car going up a degree every few minutes. Once the rain stops and that dries out then we 
get terrible fires. I think you're going to get them first and they're going to keep marching eastward." Some of those 
images there showing smoke and haze over areas near the Utah border, as well as from the Colorado National 
Monument. As of today, the fire is 16 percent contained, but that does not mean it's done spreading. Hopefully, we've 
seen the worst of it already, and Lower Valley Fire right here, of course, doing their part to help. The city of Glenwood 
Springs announced tonight that fire restrictions will begin effective midnight on Friday, joining several other agencies in 
the area. 
 
 
KKCO The 10 Top Story 

    Including: Web Channel Feature  
    June 23, 2021 

Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean 
Reynolds/Taylor Burke 
Duration: 2:29 
Wildfires continue burning across much of the west.  
Now, Grand Junction firefighters are helping with the battle. The department has deployed Wildland Firefighters for the 
first time this year. After making wildland fire resources available for deployment yesterday, the Fire Department sent a 
team of four firefighters, and firefighting engine Brush 6 to the Wild Cow Fire located just south of Baxter Pass in 
Garfield County. Grand Junction fire department has a specialized team of firefighters within the department that have 
advanced training in wildland fire fighting. Members of that team are able to deploy to state or even national events. 
Yesterday the department deployed the team for the first time in the 2021 season. The four firefighters could be gone 
for up to two weeks helping fight the blaze. The Department states it is honored to be able to send a crew to help and 
is looking forward to what they will learn from the experience. Many departments, including Grand Junction fire make 
resources available in those instances to be able to be requested and sent out so we can go out and help. It also helps 
us because our crews can bring back knowledge and skills for when we have wildfires. The Grand Junction Fire 
Department has three brush trucks in total, to make sure that these resources are available locally as well as for 
national and statewide deployments. The state of Colorado is in a prolonged drought. There’s a lot of fires going on in 
the state right now because things are hot and dry and there's not a lot of moisture in the soil. When a fire does start it 
can grow very rapidly and develop a need to be managed by an incident management team like this. The Wild Cow 
fire is currently estimated at 248 acres with high fire activity and will be managed in this initial stage by BLM Upper 
Colorado River Type 3 Incident Management Team. The fire department wants to remind residents that we are still in 
stage one fire restrictions so no fireworks, loose chains, and sparking machinery. 
 
  

 

     
    KKCO The Ten 2nd Story  
    Including: Web Channel Feature 
    April 1, 2021 

Reporter: Bernie Lange/Eamon Javers 
Duration: 3:23 
There's a new wrinkle on an old scam - as criminals defrauding the government of millions of dollars are finding a 
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surprising way to multiply their stolen cash. Now, as Eamon Javers, reports that they're using stolen IDs to get 
pandemic relief money from the government and then using those same IDs to open online investment accounts. The 
crime began last summer... Someone stole Marc Heiberg's identity and filed bogus paperwork to get a 28-thousand 
dollar pandemic disaster loan from the small business administration. From there, the fraudster opened an account at 
Chase Bank under Heiberg's name, and later opened another account at the stock trading platform Robinhood. Call it: 
"steal and conceal."... Authorities say they're seeing more criminals committing this kind of double-decker fraud first 
stealing the money from the government then pumping that cash into investment accounts to hide the source of the 
money and maybe "plus up" their gains. Their goal is to eventually turn the funds into hard to trace cash. But the 
victims are left with a huge headache. A law enforcement source tells CNBC at least four investment platforms... 
Robinhood, TD Ameritrade, Fidelity and E*Trade are being targeted by criminals. And the money is coming from the 
government's Paycheck Protection Program and the Economic Injury Disaster Loan Program. Secret Service Assistant 
Special Agent in Charge Roy Dotson won't discuss specific companies but he tells CNBC more than 100 million 
dollars has been funneled into investment accounts and he says "the platforms are making it harder for law 
enforcement to trace the funds." Financial Crime Expert Charles Intriago explains the massive scale of pandemic relief 
funding has created a frenzy of fraud. Detective Ricardo Pena of the Coral Springs Police Department in South Florida 
explains that a new breed of criminal is simply doing what comes naturally. "A lot of people that are doing these frauds 
are younger," he tells us. "Platforms like Robinhood are just easier to push money in and out." For Heiberg the worry is 
what other frauds could be going on in his name. We reached out to all four investment platforms. Robinhood, TD 
Ameritrade and Fidelity all say they have tough anti-fraud protocols for verifying information and confirm they have 
been working with law enforcement to combat in what appears to be an industry-wide problem. E*Trade did not 
respond to our calls and emails - and Chase, where a fraudster opened an account, the bank says it flagged it as fraud 
and blocked a transfer of funds to Robinhood. 
 
 
KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 12, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Tom Ferguson 
Duration: 2:33 
The Mesa County Board of Commissioners has established this Friday, April Sixteenth as the end of the county-wide 
mask mandate. Under the Free to Choose Resolution, individuals and businesses can decide what steps to take to 
protect themselves from COVID-19. Our reporter Tom Ferguson talked to those involved with this decision to learn 
more. Though the implementation of this resolution may change some things, you will likely still be required to wear a 
mask at most national chain stores and restaurants. The decision to end the mask mandate coincides with the 
availability of the vaccine to those who want it. According to executive director of Mesa County Public Health Jeff Kuhr, 
there are open vaccine appointments every day at the clinic. He also said that only thirty percent of those getting 
vaccinated are at the clinic for their first shot. These factors, according to Kuhr, were key in the decision to end the 
mandate. Businesses can still require customers to wear masks. Kuhr expects most large chains will continue with 
current mask guidelines. Additionally, federal buildings not under the purview of Mesa County will continue to uphold 
current guidelines. County Commissioner Janet Rowland says she does not expect any conflicts between the Mesa 
County directive and statewide mask policies.  As of Friday, decisions regarding COVID-19 restrictions and guidelines 
will go to local governments. In a press conference last Friday, Colorado governor Jared Polis announced the end of 
the statewide covid-dial framework. We're told, programs like the Five-Star program, which rates businesses based on 
COVID-19 safety practices, will continue. Commissioner Rowland stressed that the new policy puts individuals and 
businesses in the position of deciding how to move forward given current vaccine availability and other factors. 
Twenty-three states in the US have either lifted mask mandates at this point or never had one to begin with. You'll be 
able to read more about this on our website. 

 
     

KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 4, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Simon Lehrer 
Duration: 2:13 
Colorado's mobile vaccination clinic came to Mesa County for the first time today. Our reporter Simon Lehrer is 
live outside the vaccine bus at the Mesa County Fairgrounds. Simon, what's going on? This bus is all about 
access. Bringing the vaccine to different communities who haven't had that opportunity yet, and it's one of the 
first vaccination sites in Colorado where you can actually choose which shot to take -- between the two-dose 
Pfizer vaccine, or the single-dose Johnson and Johnson. It's the first of four mobile vaccine events in Mesa 
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County this week. No appointments are necessary, just walk up to the bus. Henry Billett says he was never too 
worried about contracting COVID-19. But getting the shot was all about protecting those around him, "You know, 
that's the biggest thing is I'm not too worried about myself, but protection for family members and people out in 
public. We deal with a lot of customers and staff at work, so I want everyone to be protected and safe." The bus 
will make its way to Lincoln Park tomorrow, followed by two more events heading into the weekend. Friday, they 
will be in Palisade at Veterans Memorial Park at 120 West 8th Street, and then Saturday, they’ll be in Fruita all 
day, from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM at 325 East Aspen Avenue, the Civic Center Park. There are 4 stations inside the 
bus, so they can administer up to 4 shots at once. I'm told that one day last week in Edwards, Colorado, 277 
people got the shot in one day on this bus. They've got plenty of vaccine in store, and again you can choose 
between a one or two dose shot, with no appointment needed. Each mobile clinic runs from 10:00 AM to 6:00 
PM. 

 
 

KKCO 11 News at 6p 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 6, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Simon Lehrer 
Duration: 2:20 
For many years Colorado has at a below average recycling rate compared to other states but that has improved 
recently, and now, an electronics recycling company in Grand Junction is upgrading to a new facility. Our reporter, 
Simon Lehrer is live at the new CORRecycling facility in Grand Junction. CORRecycling we are a full-service 
electronics recycler that does a lot of the de-manufacturing process on the western slope, so basically if it plugs and 
uses batteries, we are able to recycle it here. We're providing a massive service for the environment and the 
community. The company says demand for electronics recycling has gone way up over the past few years. But Grand 
Junction and Colorado still recycle significantly less than the national average. "When we were doing some market 
research to try and figure out where there was an un-serviced community, we found Grand Junction and we love it 
here and that's part of the reason why we moved here, but the fact that we are only producing about 11% recycling 
was really, really, bad. So we saw an opportunity to be able to help people here." According to a study in late 2020, 
Colorado's recycling rate is just over 17 percent. The national average is more than double that number, at 35 percent. 
But CORRecycling has seen firsthand more and more people trying to recycle electronics. "We basically moved to an 
area that was underserviced to try and increase the amount of recycling. before we got here, they were doing 120-
130,000 pounds of the recycling on the western slope. We're now doing over 750 to 800,000 pounds, expecting that 
we'll do over 1 million pounds this year. Being that we're on the western slope of Colorado, it's very hard to handle the 
logistics of moving the electronics, but that is something that is getting better as we continue to grow." and 
CORRecycling serves more than just the western slope, they pick-up as far east as Denver and as far west as Salt 
Lake City. It also became illegal in 2012 to dispose of electronic equipment in landfills, so it's an important need here, 
and that demand clearly growing by the day. CORRecycling is also hiring, they're plan to add around four more 
employees to their existing team of 14 people. 

 

KKCO Midday Live 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 16, 2021 
Reporter: Erin Crooks/Megan Mellado 
Duration: 1:55 
A Florida mother has a message to parents: take a close look at your child's toys.  
This comes as her 2-year old was rushed to the hospital, after swallowing over a dozen magnetic balls. 
Megan Mellado reports. Hannah Arrington is a mom of five. She says sometime in April one of her older kids brought 
tiny magnetic balls home from school. Shortly after, her youngest son, Konin, started having stomach pain that 
eventually sent him to the emergency room. There are a number of products on the market that match that description. 
One brand Buckyballs was banned by the US Consumer Product Safety Commission for causing serious injuries, such 
as holes in the stomach and intestines or even death after being ingested. But the balls made their way back onto 
store shelves, and into the Arrington household, after a judge lifted the ban. "As he ate them, they went down into his 
digestive tract, and then each time he would find another one somewhere in the house and swallow it, they would click 
together, and it perforated a hole through his stomach all the way down into his colon area." After extensive surgery, 
the magnets are out, but Konin is back in the hospital with a feeding tube- as doctors run tests to figure out why he 
can't keep anything down.  His mom's message to the public: double, even triple check what your kids bring home."  
The brand of magnetic balls the child swallowed has not been confirmed. 
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KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story  
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 29, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Tom Ferguson 
Duration: 2:30 
As the Fourth of July approaches, officials are reminding the public of the ban on personal fireworks.  
Mesa County's stage one fire restrictions prohibit the use of personal fireworks as the area faces increased fire 
danger. Mesa County residents are going to have to keep their sparklers stored away this year. However, the city of 
Grand Junction has a professional display planned right after the Grand Junction Rockies game on Independence 
Day. "We have our fire department that's very involved in permitting our show and being on-site while the show is 
actually happening. And they make sure that there aren't issues with that professional display. That's a very different 
case than someone having their own personal fireworks out their house and that's one of the reasons why they're not 
allowed." The fireworks will light up the sky right above Suplizio Field here at Lincoln Park on Sunday night.  
Grand Junction Parks and Recreation expects a higher turnout than usual for the display and increased traffic in the 
area. Other counties in western Colorado in stage two fire restrictions cannot have any fireworks displays at all. The 
Mesa County Sheriff's Office is asking the public to adhere to the restrictions. According to the sheriff's office, these 
efforts are necessary to prevent as many human-caused wildfires as possible. If your actions under stage 1 fire 
restrictions cause a fire, you can be held responsible criminally as well as financially. The consequences can be very 
severe, not only to you personally, but also to property and potential loss of life.”  Both the sheriff's office and Grand 
Junction Parks and Rec encourage the public to partake in the various July Fourth celebrations from the fireworks to 
the parade in town to climbing the Independence Monument. "We just really encourage people to come celebrate the 
nation's independence here in Lincoln Park or in surrounding areas. You can see the display. It'll be about 18 minutes 
long. It's visible from all across the whole valley. And we're excited to be able to offer it because I know a lot of people 
are excited and it's an important part of celebrating the Fourth of July." Even though your own July Fourth celebrations 
at home may be a bit more subdued without your own fireworks, I'm told the display at Suplizio will be to its normal 
scale. We will have more information on which fire activities are allowed and prohibited under the current 
circumstances on our website.  
 

 

 

KKCO The Ten Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 8, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds 
Duration: 2:10 
Just last month in March, Governor Polis signed Senate Bill 113, the firefighting aircraft, wildfire management 
response bill. It enables Colorado to purchase a new Firehawk helicopter that will quickly respond and put fires out 
before they rage out of control. The state is also enhancing training using new technology. Governor Polis speaking 
about what is expected to be an active wildfire season this year. The Governor says the state is preparing for the 
season in ways it never has before. "The true nature of this fire season won't be apparent until we see the April and 
May precipitation" Weatherwise, 2021 has gone just like the first four months of 2020 -- wet and snowy. But Governor 
Polis does not want the next 6 months to follow suit. "Hundreds of thousands of acres. The three largest fires in the 
history of Colorado. The loss of at least 2 lives." So, the state of Colorado announced Thursday that they are 
preparing for another active wildfire season -- and that will involve new resources and new strategies.  "We are 
actually in the middle of a metamorphosis in the change of the culture of how we respond to wildland fire in a very, 
very, good way" The state wants to see crews attack all fire starts more quickly and more aggressively, before they 
even have a chance to grow. "The fires put out, it never gets a name, it never makes the news. That's what we're 
trying to do."  They said to accomplish that, they plan to preposition crews when fire weather conditions develop. 
They say they will also add a new helicopter team to the state's aviation fleet. They have also expanded the contracts 
on other air tanker and helicopter crews to cover a possible extended fire season should it go into November again.  
The new aggressive strategy comes at a high cost. The state said they have approved more than 30 million dollars of 
additional spending on fire prevention and response this year.  "Investing some money up front, is saving money in the 
long run."  Two bills already signed into law preserved the funding for the new fire prevention efforts. Also included in 
that spending are new wildfire mitigation programs and a public awareness campaign - 87 percent of wildfires are 
caused by humans. 

POLITICS/LAWMAKING 
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KKCO 11 News at 5p 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 20, 2021 
Reporter: Goldene Brown/Alice Barr 
Duration 1:55 
Today in Washington, a Senate committee weighs the state of voting rights in America - with Georgia and its 
controversial new law in the spotlight. Alice Barr has the latest from Washington. Standing in long lines -- or voting by 
mail -- more Americans cast a ballot in the 2020 elections than ever before. Following that record turnout -- state after 
state now advancing bills that advocates say will make it harder to vote, especially for people of color. Today, the 
Senate Judiciary committee holding a hearing -- with democrats seeking to build the case for federal voting rights 
legislation -- zeroing in on new restrictions passed in Georgia -- including limits to mail-in voting -- and added ID 
requirements. The law set off furious backlash -- Major League Baseball moving the All-Star game out of Georgia -- 
Hollywood films pulling production -- and big corporations -- from Delta Airlines to Coca Cola denouncing the changes 
as "unacceptable." a top Georgia republican insisting the new rules -- expand access -- and secure elections. But as 
GOP-controlled legislatures from Texas to Florida -- advance similar bills -- critics are accusing them of basing the 
changes on a broadly debunked lie -- that there was widespread fraud in the last election. A congress shaped by this 
past election -- fighting over the ground rules for those to come. 
 

KKCO The Ten 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 18, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Kelly Reinke 
Duration: 2:16 
A bill now signed into law requires schools to administer medical marijuana on campus. 
Before-- principals were given the option on letting staff give it to students... Now, school boards must implement 
policies to allow this to happen. reporter Kelly Reinke shares why this change will help a teenager go back to school 
in-person. Something so small – providing hope for a family. This capsule is filled with medicine for teenager Marley 
Porter – diagnosed with Crohn's Disease at 7 years old. Medical Cannabis is why the Porter family decided to move to 
Colorado. Marley's dad - Mark - says this last option worked better than anything else. But while she was a student at 
Castle Rock Middle School, Porter says the school board would not allow staff to give her the medical marijuana so 
the family pulled her out in late 2019 for online classes. Stories like this pushed state lawmakers to introduce a bill this 
year – requiring school boards to implement policies allowing staff to administer cannabis-based medicine on campus. 
And Governor Jared Polis signed it into law. Marley now plans to return to school next fall - a big victory after a family's 
hope was almost lost. Under this new law-- school personnel are not required to administer medical marijuana, 
it allows them to volunteer instead. The Douglas County School District... where Marley attends... says it will make 
revisions to their policy and procedure consistent with the new law. 
 
 
KKCO 11 News at 6p 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 26, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Liz Kotalik 
Duration 2:08 
Freshmen applying to Colorado's public colleges and universities-- don't have to submit their SAT or ACT scores 
anymore. Governor Polis signed the new law today... telling Colorado schools they're no longer required to consider 
those results in admissions. There's extra pressure that comes with being a Junior in high school. Pressure Izzy (care-
uh-bet-ah) Carabeta especially felt when getting ready for standardized tests. it is such a driving factor that colleges 
look at. Luckily, she had the time and money for SAT and ACT prep, but without that help she knows her results could 
have been much different. I think I probably would have done at least 100 points lower than I did. Statistics prove that 
number isn't far off.  In 2019, the Colorado Department of Education says students who received free and reduced-
priced lunches scored an average of 153 points lower on the SAT than their peers. we are trying to level the playing 
field by the passage of this bill by saying that you are not just a test score. Clark Brigger is the Executive Director of 
admissions at CU Boulder. He testified in front of the legislature this year, standing with all of Colorado's public 
universities in support of becoming test optional. And as of Tuesday… students applying to public universities 
here…can decide whether they want to submit their SAT and ACT results. Something Brigger became passionate 
about after trying these new admission rules out last summer. In that timeframe, we have seen an explosion across 
Colorado at all of the public institutions in access and equity type of applications so a lot more diversity in our applicant 
pool. So now a change in the way college admissions have been viewed for decades. Really the only way to get the 
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test is to take practice tests over and over and over again. Pressure that many students can opt out of. Other state 
university systems in Oregon and California changed their admission policies around testing as well. And while scores 
may be optional to apply, some scholarship opportunities still rely on SAT and ACT results. 
 
 
KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 14, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Tom Ferguson  
Duration 2:20 
At the Mesa County Commissioners meeting today, one topic especially stood out during the public comment period. 
Some county residents are asking the commissioners to take action regarding constitutional freedoms. Many of those 
who spoke to the commissioners said they want to see Mesa County proclaimed as a quote "constitutional sanctuary." 
They argue that during the pandemic, their freedoms have not been respected. It's been on my heart to get more 
involved. I've never been politically active before, but seeing how our nation is going so downhill, and it's been 
important to me for my children, and my upcoming grandchildren, to be an active member of this community." Those I 
spoke with tell me that declaring Mesa County a "constitutional sanctuary" would take the "free to choose" mask policy 
to its next level. They argue that over the last year and a half, personal freedoms have been diminished. They worry 
about what they view as coercive vaccination and mask policies in schools and workplaces. They stressed their 
position that mask-wearing and vaccinations should remain choices. You know, becoming a constitutional sanctuary 
county, doesn't remove anybody's rights. It will protect everybody. No matter where you're at with this virus, or our 
response to it, this will ensure everybody's right to choose what is best which is really the beauty of America. It's really 
the beauty of our country and what sets it apart." Commissioners Cody Davis and Janet Rowland mentioned that they 
would carefully consider the points raised by citizens at the meeting today. Commissioner Scott McInnis had this to 
say on the topic: we're hearing from all different perspectives in this community, like any community across the county, 
there's lots of different ideas of how to handle this horrible disease that we've got, this Covid. I don't think that's 
unusual in any kind of emergency situation. We have lots of opinions on which is the best way to address it. We're all 
kind of learning as we go on this." Numerous counties across the US have declared themselves "constitutional 
sanctuaries" or "constitutional counties" in response to various concerns, including second-amendment issues among 
others. Today's meeting was more well-attended than most. The commissioners expressed their thanks to those who 
spoke and engaged with their local government.  
 

 
 KKCO The 10 2nd Story  
 Including: Web Channel Feature  
June 19, 2021 
Reporter: Tom Ferguson/Ladd Eagan 
Duration: 1:54 
 There's a renewed effort to address what is likely to be the worst summer fire season the west has ever seen. 
Senator Mitt Romney is introducing new legislation to try to address the issue. Ladd Eagan reports from Utah. Senator 
Mitt Romney announcing new legislation that would establish a wildfire commission to make recommendations to 
congress. The goal is to gather a diverse group of experts to find best policies to manage forest land, prevent fires and 
get them out faster and take an inventory of aircraft. The Draper City hosted the press conference. The area is no 
stranger to wildfires. Draper borders forest property and the mayor says there should be a comprehensive look at how 
to do things better. Utah's Division of Forestry, Fire and State Lands also welcomes a national review especially this 
year. As we have reported, Mesa County and a number of other counties in western Colorado are under stage 1 fire 
restrictions. 
 

 
 

 

 
KKCO 11 News at 5p 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 3, 2021 
Reporter: Simon Lehrer/Tom Ferguson 
Duration: 2:04 
The charitable organization Impact Cares helped mobile homeowners in Grand Junction today at the Rose Park 
mobile home community. Our reporter, Tom Ferguson, stopped by to learn more. Impact Cares assists mobile-home 
owners across the country who wouldn’t otherwise be able to repair their homes, for example because of financial or 

VOLUNTEERISM/ COMMUNITY AID/ COMMUNITY EFFORTS 
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physical difficulties. The members of the impact cares team seek to uplift the communities they serve through mobile 
home improvements. The organization often partners with local churches and groups to make events like this possible. 
"We're, um, a Christian organization, we travel across the county, and we try and bless different mobile home 
communities, all from south Texas up into the upper peninsula of Michigan." We're funding that, just as a giving back 
to the residents, you know, for, you know, just really trying to help them out. We've lived in properties ourselves, we 
saw the need, and we were able to find a great team, you know Tory who you just talked to, to run this organization, 
and it's just a wonderful thing for the residents and for the overall spirit of our communities." Volunteer Amy Barglof 
joined the Impact Cares team and travels with the group. After seeing the organization's impact in her own hometown, 
she was inspired to contribute. "My husband and I are from Iowa, we jumped on in Denver, Iowa, when they came to 
our community, and our church helped them out, and we saw the integrity and the good that they were doing in the 
communities and the change that was happening in the communities." One resident that impact cares helped out 
today had only left her house a couple times in months because she didn't have any steps out. The Impact Cares 
team was happy to assist her. Impact Cares will be going to two other mobile home communities in Grand Junction, 
Garfield Estates and Paradise Valley Park, over the next couple weeks. You can head to our website for more on the 
organization's work. 

 
 

KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 9, 2021 
Reporter: Jean Reynolds/Tom Ferguson 
Duration: 2:25 
Club Twenty, a western-slope coalition of communities, businesses, and individuals, held their spring conference at 
the Double Tree hotel in Grand Junction today. Congresswoman Lauren Boebert was one of the event's speakers.  
Congresswoman Boebert explained her points of view on several issues facing western Colorado, including water 
rights and land management.  Meanwhile, a group of protesters were also present nearby voicing their own concerns.  
During the Club 20 conference, Congresswoman Boebert voiced her opposition to the Biden Administration's efforts to 
set aside thirty percent of US lands and waters for conservation. She calls such efforts "land grabs" that undermine 
property rights. Additionally, she advocated for farmer and rancher water access rights. Traveling the district, the 
number one topic that I hear is water. And so I'm proud to have introduced my Western Water Security Act that 
actually protects our water here from the federal government from overreaching and seizing our water here. Outside 
the event, a group of protesters gathered near the hotel. Scott Beilfuss helped organize the protest outside from where 
Boebert spoke. He and the others present showed their support for the infrastructure bill under discussion in 
Washington. They called on Congresswoman Boebert to support it. "The infrastructure bill is coming up and she's 
posturing to vote against that. We could use the jobs out here. We could use good jobs out here. She's spending all 
her time tweeting about her special interests and rocking around with a gun on her hip while we've got plenty of guns 
here. What we don't have is affordable health care, we don't have good jobs. We don't have affordable housing." 
Congresswoman Boebert says keeping good jobs on the western slope is part of the reason she wants the Bureau of 
Land Management headquarters to stay in Grand Junction. According to her, moving the agency back to Washington, 
DC would be a mistake. "We need to keep these jobs here. And keep the employees, um, close to the lands that they 
manage." Beilfuss, a Democrat, extended the invitation to Congresswoman Boebert to discuss issues facing western 
Colorado together. While I was not able to film the congresswoman's speech, I was able to listen to it. 
Congresswoman Boebert discussed many issues, including what she described as a disconnect between urban and 
rural Colorado communities. She also fielded questions on a range of issues, including coal, election certification, and 
compromising with members of the opposite party. 
 

 
KKCO The Ten Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 3, 2021 
Reporter: Jean Reynolds/Simon Lehrer  
Duration: 2:10 
Supply is no longer stopping people from getting vaccinated.  
Now the focus has turned to vaccine hesitancy. Reporter Marc Sallinger spoke with a group using familiar tactics to try 
and convince people to get the shot. Jake Williams is the Executive Director of Healthier Colorado, a nonprofit 
advocacy organization that usually works in the political world fighting to pass legislation. They're betting the tactics 
they use to get people to support a campaign will also work to help end the pandemic.  Jake: One of the things that 
we're good at is turning people out to vote. We've discovered that using those same skills to try and get people 
vaccinated is a pretty good use of time. The group uses voter data to target its outreach based on where people live. 
Working with the state, they've made hundreds of thousands of calls and helped schedule more than 2,000 
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appointments. Jake: Really there's two groups. The hardcore hesitant and the convincible. Hopefully if we can get 
enough of those convincible to get vaccinated then we can reach herd immunity and get back to normal. Marlene 
Gordo-Luna is one of the volunteers helping to schedule appointments and dispel myths. When one person she spoke 
with found out the vaccine was free, she helped sign the whole family of six up for appointments. Marlene 5:37 It is 
heartwarming and I just like to help the community out there.  CDPHE says counties with low vaccination rates are 
seeing the highest case rates right now. Places like El Paso County, Pueblo County and Weld County are areas 
Healthier Colorado is now focusing on. Jake: Instead of focusing in on the specificity of people's objections, it's been 
far more fruitful to focus on the reasons of why you'd want to get vaccinated in the first place. Healthier Colorado is 
planning more outreach over the coming weeks. That might include going house to house knocking on doors and 
setting up stands in front of grocery stores. 
 

 
KKCO 11 News at 10 Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 15, 2021 
Reporter: Simon Lehrer/Natasha Lynn 

    Duration: 2:29 
Boy Scout Troop 328 held an Open house and expo today. Reporter Natasha Lynn has the story... The boy scouts 
were out here today at the Elks Lodge trying to recruit new members. Boy Scout Troop 328 hosted an Open House 
today. The Troop's goal is to encourage boys 11-17 interested in the outdoors to join. There were prizes, cooking 
booths, backpacking and camping gear, canoes, hammocks, camp crafts and skills, and log chopping. They even had 
a free tent washing station. And last, but not least, membership information. At the end of the event there was a flag 
retirement ceremony. This was the first time the boy scouts held an event like this, due to the troop recently losing 
their feeder pack from the younger cub scouts, which is how they have traditionally gathered new members in the 
past. The troops do everything from backpacking, snow-caving, winter camping, and canoeing. And they have camped 
in every degree from 0 to 115 degrees Fahrenheit. If they earn Eagle before they graduate high school, they have a 
resume. I tell them all the time - employers know what eagle scouts are. If you put Eagle Scout on your resume they're 
going to look at you. And you're probably going to get the job that you want, just because of that Eagle. In order to get 
your Eagle, the scouts have to earn 21 merit badges, 13 of which are required merits. The others are interest-based. 
The main 13 cover everything from camping, cooking, swimming, first aid, and citizenship. We’ll have more information 
on how to join troop 328, on our website. 
 

KKCO Daybreak 5a 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 28, 2021 
Reporter: Erin Crooks/Marc Sallinger 
Duration: 2:26 
Three months after a devastating shooting, the city of Boulder is trying to spread some much-needed love. 
 Marc Sallinger shows us how a wall of flowers is bringing color back to place where there's been so much tragedy. 
The pain felt in this parking lot can't be blocked off by a fence, yet a chain link barrier helps. Helps so many come to 
terms with what happened here. In a space where lives were taken color now fills a corner of Boulder that's seen so 
much tragedy. Tara Huston is a florist at Fawn's Leap in Boulder, armed with nearly 7,000 flowers donated by King 
Soopers, she set out with volunteers to bring hope to a place filled with mourning. It's been three months since a 
gunman entered the grocery store and took 10 lives. Now these flowers spread love, not hate. Ali DeJohn runs a small 
business in Boulder called the Makerie and helped come up with the idea. So many emotions have been felt staring 
through this fence. But for just one day people were invited to start taking flowers and passing them out to friends and 
neighbors.  The original memorial fence where so many people had left notes and messages after the shooting was 
taken down around Memorial Day. The Museum of Boulder is working to preserve all those notes and memorials. 
The city is also working to come up with a design and location for a permanent memorial. 
 
 
KKCO The Ten Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 29, 2021 
Reporter: Jean Reynolds/Bernie Lange/Simon Lehrer 
Duration: 2:57 
Grand Junction's Horizon Drive District has received a grant award for more than 135 thousand dollars for its Horizon 
Drive Street Furniture Project. It's aimed at making transportation easier around Horizon Drive, with the money going 
partially to new bike racks, air pumps and signage. They also hope to make the district into more of a recreation 
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destination thanks to this grant, a large outdoor dining area is coming to Horizon Drive, along with additional benches 
and tables throughout the district. We have about 73% of the lodging for the Grand Valley in the Horizon Drive district. 
and a lot of those people have come to Grand Junction to take advantage of our awesome recreational opportunities. 
the palisade plunge has just opened half of the trail, there's a lot of other great mountain biking, so those people that 
are staying in hotels on Horizon Drive want to be able to just jump on their bike and go for a ride from there." This is 
one of 109 grants across the state as part of the revitalizing main street project. The city of Grand Junction received a 
similar grant in June, and other areas in Western Colorado have received these grants since last summer, including 
Durango and downtown Rifle. "It's an opportunity to get people outdoors, get people walking. It allows an opportunity 
to engage with businesses in a different way, which is what we really seen with these downtown Main Street projects. 
especially getting to see how people can engage in a new and different way with the built-in environment. So it's really 
a perfect blending of what's already happening along Horizon Drive and seeing some of those small places where a 
small dollar grant from the state could really add onto those multi-modal components that are already happening 
locally." Governor Polis approved 30 million dollars of stimulus funds towards this project. He released a statement 
about the new Horizon Drive district project, saying in part: "quote: The state funding for Grand Junction will provide an 
even more enjoyable experience for Coloradans and tourist alike as they visit all the amazing outdoor recreation 
activities and beauty the Mesa County has to offer."  End quote. And it will certainly help out the more 2 thousand 
people who work in that district. "Bike racks, bike repair stations, shady places where pedestrians can sit and relax, 
and a parklet for dining. A lot of the 2300 people that work on Horizon Drive bike work, and so it will be nice for them 
as well. We see an amazing number of pedestrians walking up and down Horizon, but we really need those shady 
spots, where they could sit and have a little rest."  You can find a link to the full list of revitalizing main street projects 
throughout Colorado. CDOT has an interactive map where you can see the progress, and as they mentioned, It's 
really a priority with this project to turn the funding into results right away. Three more grant recipients will be 
announced later this week. 
 
 
 

 

KKCO Midday Live 2nd Story      
Including: Web Channel Feature 
April 14, 2021 
Reporter: Sarah Schwabe 
Duration: 2:06 
Kids have had a tough year during the pandemic. 
State leaders are trying to address mental health through a bill that would give all Colorado kids 18 and younger three 
free therapy sessions. We hear from mental health expert Doctor Sheryl Ziegler about the chance for kids to be heard. 
Since the pandemic started, it's been clear early on that youth in general are struggling so much with depression, 
anxiety and loneliness. We've seen a spike in suicides, we've seen a spike in ER visits because of mental health 
crisis, we know that kids are truly suffering. Being able to give access to all Colorado children would make a huge 
difference. Even though it is just three sessions, it would get people going. Suicide attempts, suicidal thoughts, 
hospitalizations, ER visits are all up given mental health crisis. Something like this, something that says we hear you 
and we see you, we're trying to address this issue and also trying to add some equity to having children who are of 
color and children who are from lower socioeconomic status backgrounds who may not otherwise have easy access 
this is actually a game changer for them. It gets them involved with the system to just see what it's like. If I could wave 
a magic wand and provide some other ideas or resources, we need parents to have support, we need to look at child-
care issues, you know these are big issues. We could maybe get more creative with creating communities. I think the 
only silver lining I see is that mental health is getting the attention that it deserves. We are almost just at like 
awareness. People are aware. People who maybe never were concerned with their child's mental health or never had 
to worry about these things now are very much affected. This bill has support from Republican and Democratic state 
lawmakers. The first hearing is scheduled for Tuesday, April 20th. 

 
 
KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story 
    Including: Web Channel Feature  
    April 26, 2021 

Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Tom Ferguson 
 Duration 1:55 
Some Mesa County Valley School District 51 parents and students organized a walk-out today at Longs Memorial 
Park in Grand Junction. Those in attendance were protesting the district's continued mask mandate for students 
among other issues.  Those protesting today expressed their frustration over District 51 actions that they view as 

YOUTH/CHILDREN AT RISK/YOUTH VIOLENCE/YOUTH SUPPORT 
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infringements upon their freedoms. Those who organized today expressed their view that the mask mandate 
perpetuates fear. Mesa County adopted a "free to choose" mask policy earlier this month. "Here in Mesa County, we 
are free to choose except for our students. And I want to make it very clear that as parents, as a community, we are 
not going to sit by and let, um, our students be afraid anymore." These parents at the protest believe that choice 
should extend to students. They argued that students pose little risk in spreading the virus or showing serious Covid-
19 symptoms. "When we go to restaurants, we're allowed to take the mask off when we sit at a table. They do not 
allow the kids even to take off the mask when they're sitting at their desk. I don't see the need for that." According to 
School District 51, both Mesa County Public Health and the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 
still recommend masks in schools. The district also tells us that they are subject to a state-wide mask mandate that 
involves different congregate facilities. When we talked to superintendent Diana Sirko earlier this month, she explained 
her intention of doing what was necessary to keep learning in-person for the remainder of the school year. The district 
emphasized that the school year ends soon, and that current policies will remain in place through its completion.  
The superintendent has told us the district will do what they can to remain in-person and hold events like graduations 
and proms. The district has not yet decided what its mask policy will look like for the upcoming school year.  
District officials expect that decision to be made closer to the start of school in the fall. 

 

KKCO The Ten 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
May 19, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Ashley Franco 
Duration: 2:00 
A Colorado school bus driver is facing charges for slapping a kid in the face. The incident started over an argument 
about face masks... And was caught on camera. Ashley Franco has the story. But we want to warn you some of the 
video you're about to see may be disturbing to some. This is the moment a 10-year-old student at Fremont Elementary 
school says her bus driver hit her because she took her mask down below her nose. This is a video from about a 
month ago. You can see at one point the bus driver pushes the mask up on the girl's face. Then the two have a back 
and forth and the bus driver does this. In documents obtained by 11 News, the girl told her school that she gets sick 
from wearing masks so she "put her mask down." The bus driver, in his own words on this incident report, said he 
went to the back of the bus where the two girls were arguing about not wearing a mask. He said he tried to explain and 
she "just wouldn't listen, yelling at me and the two girls."  He went on to say that "Out of reaction, I slapped her once."  
According to the termination letter the school district gave the bus driver, the superintendent noted this is the second 
time the bus driver had physically touched a student out of anger.  The first incident was in august where he grabbed a 
student by the arm after an argument about wearing a facial covering. The district tells me he was given a verbal 
warning back then. The school district didn't want to talk on camera, but did give me this statement, in part -- "We 
believe it is never okay to lay a hand on a child. The driver's action justified termination of employment, as it goes 
against district policy and our values. We are very saddened by this incident."  The bus driver is facing misdemeanor 
charges including harassment, assault causing injury, and child abuse. 
 
 
KKCO Midday Live 2nd Story  

    Including: Web Channel Feature  
    May 20, 2021 

Report: Erin Crooks/Mandy Gaither 
Duration: 2:09 
Fidelity is joining a growing list of investment groups allowing teens to trade stocks for free! The move comes as more 
young people enter the stock market-- and congress scrutinizes investment apps and their business model. 
Mandy Gaither has more on what parents should know before letting their kids trade. Fidelity announcing it's launching 
the Fidelity Youth Account-- an investing and savings account for 13- to 17-year-olds. The account is free and will 
allow teens to buy and sell stocks, ETFs, and mutual funds. Parents must also have a fidelity account-- and will have 
access to their kids spending and investment activity. Investment experts say the move removes barriers to investing 
and allows families to start building generational wealth. The move comes at a time when millennial and younger Gen 
z investors are entering the stock market in large numbers. Fidelity's rival--Robinhood has come under scrutiny for 
allowing risky behavior among some individual investors. Experts say fidelity should work to educate clients to prevent 
them from making reckless choices with their money. Teen investors will have some autonomy as parental approval is 
not required to make transactions. 
 
 
KKCO 11 News at 6p 2nd Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature  
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June 1, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/Jean Reynolds/Taylor Burke 
Duration: 2:25 
School District 51's mobile summer food program, the Lunch Lizard, returns for its seventh summer of service 
beginning today - Reporter Taylor Burke has the details on how they're working to fight childhood hunger. I'm here at 
the Eureka! Science Museum which is just one of the eight stops that the Lunch Lizard truck will deliver to daily. Over 
the next few months, the program plans to deliver one hundred and twenty thousand meals in an effort to help out 
families in Mesa County. More than 10,000 students in District 51 who qualify for free and reduced lunch used to face 
long summers without a steady source of nutritious meals. Seven years ago, Sharp decided to change that. The 
program has continued to grow over the years while gaining national attention. In 2017, the program was recognized 
by the Mountain Plains division of the USDA as a model summer meal childhood hunger program. In addition to 
offering curbside pick-up at seven schools, the Lunch Lizard program has two food trucks that bring free meals to 
neighborhoods with a higher rate of low-income families. The Lunch Lizard is an innovative way for D51 to reach 
hungry students who may otherwise not be able to travel to a site outside their neighborhood to get summer meals. 
Sharp said students who are served nutritious food do better in school. The Lunch Lizard serves fresh fruits, 
vegetables and has two meal options, one cold and one hot. The meals the Lunch Lizard program serves are 
reimbursed through the USDA's Summer Food Service Program as well as six other local companies. 

 

KKCO 11 News at 6p Top Story 
Including: Web Channel Feature 
June 15, 2021 
Reporter: Bernie Lange/ Jean Reynolds /Tom Ferguson 
Duration: 2:15 
With day after day of triple-digit temperatures in the Grand Valley, people with limited resources can be especially 
vulnerable in regard to the extremely hot weather. One such group is homeless youth. Our reporter, Tom Ferguson, 
looked into the situation today and spoke with "The House" youth homeless shelter. According to "The House," the 
sustained extreme temperatures we're seeing pose yet another challenge to the state of youth homelessness in the 
Grand Valley. Youth homelessness is a problem in Mesa County. I talked to the executive director of The House, 
which is a youth homeless shelter in Grand Junction. He tells me the county sees about 3 to 4 hundred youth between 
the ages of 13 and 24 homeless every year. "If we can get youth into housing, that's going to be the biggest difference. 
We're super excited that we have 34, 40 youth at Laurel House. Almost all those youth were on the street last year, 
many of them in cars, underneath bridges, so they are really protected." Homelessness can leave people completely 
exposed to the elements with little relief from extreme conditions like we're seeing this week. According to 
meteorologist Brad Miller, even though western Colorado experiences high temperatures every summer, recent 
conditions have gone beyond ordinary seasonal weather. We do deal with heat every year in western Colorado, but 
this is kind of unprecedented heat for us. We're talking this extended stretch of days well above a hundred degrees. 
It's just something you don't see very often here, and it is something that can cause problems." "The House" says 
protecting homeless youth from the elements is an important aspect of their work.  The shelter provides spaces for 
youth experiencing homelessness as well as a drop-in location at fourth and main for relief from the heat during the 
day.  The shelter tells me providing housing to those in need addresses a variety of issues for at-risk youth.  
In addition to increased exposure to the elements, homeless youth are more likely to engage in drug and criminal 
activity.  "We still have youth that are homeless, and we need to get them off the street, so they can be protected from 
the elements. And we know that youth on the street are at increased risk for trafficking, sexual assault, substance use, 
and criminal involvement." "The House" says it wants to be these teenagers and young adults' best defense against 
the heat and other conditions they are exposed to on the streets. We'll have more information on supporting homeless 
youth on our website. 
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Issues Programming Report                                                                                                                  2nd Quarter 2021 
 
 
 
 

KKCO PSA’s PROVIDING SIGNIFICANT 
TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

Topic of PSA (varying lengths of: 10, :15, :20, and :30) # of Times Aired 
 
 

                               2nd Quarter KKCO 
17 Strong 64 
Runaway Assistance 92 
Foster Care/Adoption  186 
Alcoholics Anonymous 113 
CASA 21 
Mesa County Health Covid 19/Vaccine Info  185 
Disabled American Veterans 155 
Organ Donation 138 
Don’t Skip Vaccinations 69 
E-Cigarette/Vaping Dangers 206 
Feeding America 69 
First Responders 83 
Food Bank of the Rockies 34 
Teacher Support 52 
Guide Dogs 74 
Harmony Acres 95 
Shelter Pet Support 206 
Hope of the Grand Valley 35 
Kids Aid Childhood Hunger 69 
Lions Club International 72 
Marine Corps Quality Citizens 89 
Mesa County Partners 100 
Water Conservation 95 
Salvation Army 68 
Shriners Hospital 64 
Special Olympics 88 
Autism Awareness 132 
Western Colorado Conservation Corp 93 

 


